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Introducing the 12 days of
How it all came about
From the 30th November to 11th December 2015,
the eyes of the world were back on Paris, but for
a much more positive, inspiring reason than the
weeks previous that heralded the terrorist attacks
on the Stade de France and the Bataclan concert
venue in Paris in November.
The 21st Conference of the Parties (COP21 for short)
gathered together Heads of State from at least 150
countries. The COP21 negotiations, over a period of
12 days, were set to argue and debate issues that are
essential to the health and survival of our planet – the
stakes could not have be higher. A consensus on global
action, to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions to a level
that will result in the inevitable global temperature rise
being contained to 2°C this century was vital, but, judging
by the limited success of previous COP discussions,
it wasn’t going to be an easy task!
Although arguably the most important meeting in a
generation, on the planet, for the planet, it was not clear,
at least to us at eco action games, that the message had
got through to all. Conversations with friends, family and
acquaintances outside of the ‘sustainability bubble’ made it
abundantly clear that people really hadn’t engaged with it
as a topic. It seemed as if wider society did not have a
clear understanding of what ‘COP21’ was all about,
indeed what it even stood for, except for the vague idea
that “it’s something to do with stopping climate change”.
Given what was at stake this did not seem right, and
we decided to do our bit to help change this situation.
So, eco action games, together with a group of wellknown UK and international charities, organisations and
businesses with a passion for climate action, got together
to develop and deliver an accessible, fun, but ultimately
serious educational campaign, the aim of which was to
spread the word about what exactly was at stake in Paris,
what the main issues are, and what we could all - citizens,
civil society and corporations - do to help.
The facts that the negotiations were mostly taking place in
December, and that there were 12 days of them, were a bit
of a gift in terms of inventing a title for the campaign.
Taking inspiration from that well-known (in the UK at
least) Christmas carol, the 12 days of Christmas, our
campaign, the ’12 days of COPmas’ was born.
We launched a new, themed ‘day of COPmas’ for every
day of negotiations. Each day featured a topic that was
of importance to COP21 negotiations. Eco action games,
alongside our partner of the day, explained why the issue
was of relevance to COP21, and, because we are eco action
games, we then go on to suggest simple ways that Citizens,
civil society and corporations can play their part in helping
to solve the environmental challenge that was under the
spotlight that day.

We ended each day’s theme with a longer thought
piece on the topic, for readers who were interested
in developing a deeper understanding of the issues
under discussion.
This short report brings all of the 12 days of COPmas’
themes together in one place, for ease of access.
We hope you enjoy reading about them and gaining
inspiration from the suggested actions, as much as we
enjoyed researching and writing them.
To view the online campaign, visit the campaign’s website:

www.ecoactiongames.org.uk/12COP21
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On the first day of
my eco love wished for me ... 1 resilient planet

6°C
4°C
2°C

Day 1: A resilient and healthy planet
Written by eco action games and Planet First
The future of our planet is at stake, and COP21
is the meeting, taking place over the next 12 days,
where the issues and potential solutions are to
be debated and, hopefully, decisions made.
Around 150 Heads of State, from countries both
developed and developing, are congregating in
Paris to find a route to action to ensure average
global temperatures don’t rise by more than
2°C by the end of the 21st century.
We are currently playing a dangerous game with our
climate, a rise in temperature over 2 degrees takes us into
unchartered territory. We must avoid such a situation.
What we need to achieve in these 12 days is an ambitious,
binding agreement that all governments will sign up to
and deliver. An agreement that limits greenhouse gas
emissions to levels that will curb the rise in temperature.
An agreement that marks the start of the journey from
a fossil fuelled global economy to a low-carbon fuelled
equivalent. Upto now, previous COP meetings have been
unsuccessful in formulating an ambitious enough
agreement to curtail climate change, and indeed the
COP negotiations in Copenhagen in 2009, heralded
by many at the time as a watershed meeting, is now
universally decried as a failure. So the pressure is on
to secure a deal this time around.
However, it isn’t solely down to governments to deliver,
we can and should all play our part to help make COP21 a
success and to ensure the future of the planet. Throughout
this 12 days of COPmas campaign we will be giving
Citizens, Civil society and Corporates ideas for actions
they can take to play a role in creating a solution.

What eco actions can we take?
So how can we all, in our roles as citizens,
community members, employees and business
owners, make a difference?
Citizens

Every person on this planet has a role to play in helping
to ensure COP21 is a success. Get involved, tweet about it,
learn more about what it is trying to achieve. Talk about it
with friends & family, email and tweet your government’s
representatives to ensure they’re aware of the importance
of what’s happening over the next 12 days.

Civil society

Communities everywhere can rise to the challenge. Spread
awareness of what’s at stake, give your Christmas events,
fayres and other community-led activities a COP21 related
theme. Put the idea of resilience at the heart of your
community’s plans and make your collective voices heard.

Corporates

From blue chip multinationals, through to the micro
SMEs and start-ups, we all have an important role to play
in the next 12 days. Many 1000s of businesses will be
represented in Paris, lending support to the proceedings,
but even if your company is not present, there is still a
huge amount you can do in terms of raising awareness
within your business about how important the next 12
days will be.
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What’s at stake at Conference
of Parties 21 (COP21)?
We’ve all seen the images of the melting ice
caps, heard stories of the destruction of the
Amazon rainforest, and been shocked by
depressing facts concerning dwindling fish stocks
or the scale of our wasteful, consumerist society.
The trouble is, it’s easy to feel powerless in
the face of it all.
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But haven’t we been here before? Back in 2009, there was
a great deal of optimism that world leaders would reach
a binding agreement at the COP in Copenhagen, but that
conference did not live up to anyone’s expectations.
This time it will be different.

Meanwhile, year by year, the problems seem to get
closer to home, don’t they? Remember those floods in
Somerset? And what about the refugee crisis Europe finds
itself in the grip of now? Could, as some commentators
believe, the six year drought that has hit Syria be a
contributing factor in the conflict there that has resulted
in the thousands of Syrians fleeing to Europe, and yes,
even playing a part in the terror attacks in Paris?

And that difference is, crucially, that since then not only
has climate change become an even greater threat and
the science even more irrefutable, but crucially, 195 nations
have been required to submit their climate change
mitigation plans ahead of the Paris talks. These ‘bottomup’ pledges are called, (rather catchily don’t you think?),
Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs).
Latest reports suggest that 180 out of the 195 had been
submitted. No surprise then why Figueres is feeling so
optimistic. But even she admits that the submitted plans
are not quite enough to ensure the global temperatures
are kept to a 2 degree rise – the score on the door at the
moment is they will get us to 2.7 degrees. So, what more
can be done to get that extra commitment to 2 degrees?

We know that the climate scientists are pretty much all
agreed that human activity is causing climate change,
and they are unequivocal in their position: unless we keep
global temperatures under 2 degrees we risk unchartered
and dangerous climatic change over the next decades
and centuries. That will mean more floods, droughts,
famine and migration, which will in future not just affect
far flung regions, but all of us, wherever we live – and a
very undesirable legacy for our generation to pass onto
the next.

What this means is that it is imperative that a strong
legally binding agreement is reached in Paris – as this will
be, if not the solution, a crucial staging post. Our leaders
will doubtless not want to let this opportunity be wasted,
but we must all make sure the pressure civil society can
apply is used to full effect over these 12 days. As citizens
it is our duty to hold our democratically elected
governments accountable and ensure they do what they
were elected to do: protect us, our future generations
and the planet that we all share and depend upon.

So as world leaders gather today in Paris for the start of
12 days of climate negotiations, the stakes couldn’t be
higher. Around 150 world leaders are expected to attend:
US President Barack Obama, Chinese leader Xi Jinping,
Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi, German Chancellor
Angela Merkel and British Prime Minister David Cameron
among them. There were fears that the Paris attacks
might have postponed the talks, but French President
Francois Hollande was determined they should go ahead.
In fact if one small positive thing has come out of the Paris
attack, it’s that it has made the world more determined
than ever that the talks should succeed.

Fringe events in Paris will be understandably muted due
to the tightened security, but that does not prevent
citizens elsewhere gathering and showing their strength
of feeling in numbers. Sunday’s climate march in London
and elsewhere around the world aimed to do just that
and mobilised up to 1 million people. So do what you can,
and even if it is just armchair activism, please make your
voice heard in any way possible – Sign our Thunderclap
for the climate example, available here, this will go off
on Friday 4th December and show the world we all care.

A key to their success will be one woman: the UN climate
chief Christiana Figueres. She has one of the toughest
political jobs going right now, but encouragingly, Figueres
has spoken of being in “a very good mood” ahead of the
talks. According to her, it’s no longer a question of
reaching an agreement, rather how ambitious that
agreement will be – that’s the attitude we need!
In partnership with:
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On the second day of
my eco love wished for me ... 2 lights off

Day 2: Energy efficiency: the rise of the negawatt
Written by eco action games and Green Gumption
Energy consumption drives modern civilisation.
Without easy and reliable access to heating,
cooling and power, plus oil for transport & energy
for industry and commerce, society as we know
it today would instantly collapse. The problem
is we have become addicted to energy derived
from fossil fuels – coal, oil and gas, and it is these
sources, with their unfortunate by-product of
releasing large amounts of carbon dioxide
(the most important of the basket of the 6 main
greenhouse gases) when burnt, that is the cause
of most of the rise in global temperatures we
have seen over the last two hundred years.
Given the two unarguable facts that 1) energy is essential
to everything we do, and 2) as the developing world
evolves and acquires access to energy for the most basic
of functions (almost 1 billion people currently still do not
have access to electricity for example) more and more
energy will be required. We simply have to be smarter in
the way we use it and reverse the tide of ever increasing
global energy consumption. The most efficient unit of
energy we can ‘produce’ is the negawatt, this is the unit of
energy actually not needed to be created because we are
more efficient with the use of it, hence less energy needs
to be produced in the first place – so the negawatt is a bit
of a contradiction; it is actually a unit of ‘non production’.

At COP21 one of the most pressing concerns that
governments will be debating is how to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions from energy. While world leaders are
approaching the challenge from the global perspective,
there is much we can all do to approach it from the other
end of the energy use spectrum – our own use of it and
how to reduce it.

What eco actions can we take?
Citizens

There are many actions that reduce energy wastage, from
simple no/low-cost behaviours such as switching to LED
bulbs and turning unnecessary lights off, banishing those
little red stand-by lights, washing at lower temperatures
and only washing full loads, to more impactful, in carbon
saving terms, actions such as insulating our homes,
purchasing very efficient appliances and upgrading to
more efficient heating/cooling systems.

Civil society

At a group level we can instigate bulk buying of energy
efficient equipment at lower costs; become active & lobby
government to take action to improve the energy efficiency
of social housing stock.

Corporates

Businesses can audit their offices to uncover wasteful
energy usage and habits; launch energy saving campaigns,
turn unnecessary power off at peak load times to help
stabilise the grid and lobby their landlord to improve
inefficient heating/cooling systems.
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Never mind the Negawatts
In 2012, according to the International energy
Agency (IEA), the planet used around 155,500
terrawatt hours (TWh) of energy, that’s 1.5x 1017
Watt hours. The world’s electricity use in 2012
was around 18,500 TWh. In 2012 the sources
of that energy use were roughly: oil (31%), coal
(29%), gas (21%), biofuel/waste (10%), nuclear
(6%) and renewables and other sources (1-3%).
Expenditure on energy, in 2012, was around 10%
of the globe’s GDP. And, again according to the
IEA, demand for energy is forecast to grow (using
their ‘central’ or most likely scenario) by 37% by
2040, the distribution of this increase is uneven,
with growth flat in most of Europe, N America
and Japan, but growing markedly in Asia, the
Middle East, Africa and Central America.
Although much attention is given to the current & future
sources of this energy requirement, with the focus on
reducing the carbon intensity of the fuels we use –
basically the idea of moving from a fossil fuel driven
economy to a renewably, and potentially nuclear, powered
version – relatively less time and attention is given to
another alternative fuel, the ‘negawatt’. The negawatt is
an interesting concept that focuses on the energy we
can avoid using, not the energy we consume. So it’s an
energy ‘source’ borne from the concept of energy
efficiency, the idea we can power our lives more
efficiently, wasting less energy, with no loss of function
or reduction in quality of life.
Doing more with less
There is much to be said for treating the ‘negawatt’
as the fourth main source of energy supply (after fossil,
nuclear, renewables). The term, invented by famous
environmental economist Amory Lovins, describes the
unit of energy saved, through more efficient products
or practices, rather than consumed. Simply put, if you
use a more efficient product to do the same job a less
efficient version was doing, for example exchanging an
incandescent lightbulb at 60 watts, for an LED using
5 watts, the new LED provides exactly the same service,
ie lighting a room, however the 55 watts saved by doing
the job more effectively, become ‘negawatts’ produced.
Ultimately, if negawatts could be ‘produced’ in large
quantities at peak load times they could theoretically
reduce the need to switch on expensive back-up supply.
A rule of thumb says the final 1% of demand at peak times
is always the most expensive to produce unit by unit,
so reducing that by promoting the idea of ‘negawatts’
could be a very cost effective way of ‘producing’ energy.
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Valuing the negawatt
The negawatt has obvious value to the individual citizen,
in terms of the undisputed fact that if they use less of a
product, in this case energy in its various forms, then they
will pay less. But given the slow penetration of decades
of campaigns and incentives to encourage people to take
up the energy efficiency habit, and hence save money,
then surely we must think of new ways of getting the
message across faster about the value of the negawatt.
A number of commentators have discussed the idea of
paying people who use less energy, something akin to
the idea of a Feed-in tariff (FiT) for people who produce
their own energy, and indeed in the commercial sector
there are incentives for certain industries to shut down
unessential machinery at peak times if required by the
grid. Of course, although it sounds simple as a concept, it
isn’t that simple in reality, with the devil being in the detail.
The negawatt tariff
Paying people for not using energy, especially at times
of the day when the grid is most stressed, is an interesting
concept that might have come of age given the move
towards smart meters. In the past such a method of
conserving energy was impossible to monitor and
measure – how could you ensure that you were rewarding
people for reduced use? But now with near real-time
two-way communications between the individual meters
and the energy supplier, a concerted effort by users to
reduce their normal energy use, at a certain time, can be
monitored and verified, and hence a small payment made
for that ’negawatt’ produced. That payment would be
a fraction of the additional cost of having to bring online
expensive back-up energy sources, hence everyone is
a winner. The user saves on their bills, receives an extra
payment on top, the grid is less stressed at a time of
greatest demand and the suppliers save on not having
to call on the expensive back-up supply.
It has been estimated that the power of the negawatt
could reduce the need to build new expensive power
plant, of whatever flavour of energy source. In the USA
for example, energy efficiency programmes producing
negawatts of energy have found that it is three times
cheaper to produce energy this way then from building
new, low carbon, power source.
So, let’s hope the power of the negawatt is on the table
for negotiations at COP21. It would be an oversight if they
missed the obvious advantages of this fourth fuel that
each and every one of us has the power to generate!

In partnership with:
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On the third day of
my eco love wished for me ... 3 turkeys dancing

Day 3: Food – the carbon impact of meat
Written by eco action games
Most of us are aware of everyday actions we can
do to reduce our carbon footprint: turning the
lights off; using our cars less for short journeys;
turning the thermostat down; having short
showers and insulating our homes etc. But it is
a generally little understood fact that our diets
could be having an equally large impact on our
personal carbon footprint. The elephant in this
particular room is a cow, a pig or a turkey!
If we take beef for example, the consumption of just 1 kg
domestic beef, a roast dinner for 3 people typically,
is equivalent to driving our cars a distance of about 160km
(99 miles) in carbon terms. Meat in general, and red meat
in particular, has a very high carbon and water footprint
in terms of its lifecycle from farm to plate, and, for our
health as much as for the climate, we should reduce
our consumption of it.

What eco actions can we take?
There are lots of easy things that we can do
to reduce the carbon burden of our diets by
being more mindful of our meat choices, and
the beauty of taking action on our diets is it also
usually has beneficial effects on our health too.

Citizens

Individually, we can all make an effort to reduce our
intake of meat and dairy products (unless you are veggie
or vegan already of course – in which case award yourself
a gold star).

Why not give our 3 COPmas turkeys something
to really dance about by opting for a meat free
Christmas dinner this year? Signing up to Meat Free
Mondays is a great start in the journey to reduce meat
consumption for the long term. Also thinking about
reducing red meat generally and replacing with (free range
or organic) chicken and other ethically reared poultry will
help reduce your carbon footprint. If you want to go further,
why not try vegetarianism, or even go vegan, for a month
and see how it suits you. Typically a vegetable based diet
tends to be healthier than one based on a large amount
of meat.

Civil society

Everyone can rise to the challenge and help spread the
word about the impact of meat consumption on the planet.
If your community group or club is organising a Christmas
get together, why not break with tradition and try a
vegetarian Christmas meal instead – if people question it,
that’s a great conversation opener for discussing the issues
around excess meat consumption and climate change
especially while COP21 negotiations are in full swing.

Corporates

As with communities, when organising your Christmas
work do, why not make it an alternative affair with at least
a couple of tasty alternatives to the traditional turkey dinner,
lobby to have any event your company organises to go
completely vegetarian for canapes and other snacks, and
suggest your canteen, if you have one, tries out Meat Free
Mondays for a trial period to promote more planet, and
animal, friendly alternatives to meat.
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The elephant in the room is a cow
According to a 2006 report by the United
Nations Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), our diets and, specifically, the meat we
consume, are responsible for more greenhouse
gas emissions (GHGs, such as carbon dioxide
(CO2), methane & nitrous oxide, than all
transportation modes combined. Intensive,
industrial scale meat farming and government
subsidies has turned meat from what used to be
an occasional treat into an affordable, everyday
meal staple. Demand for meat has increased
globally as countries develop and population
grows, with the total amount of meat produced
climbing from 70 million tonnes in 1961 to 160
million tonnes in 1987 to 304 million tonnes in
2012 (FAO 2012a) an increase of over 400%
in 50 years.
It is therefore important to include the embedded carbon
of meat as a theme in our 12 days of COPmas campaign
as our diets should not be ignored when it comes to how
we can contribute to the fight against climate change.
Embedded GHG emissions
Estimates of the total emissions from all forms of
agriculture vary between 10-35 per cent of all global GHG
emissions. A FAO report (2006) found that production
of meat contributed between 14 and 22 percent of the
36 billion tons of CO2eq-equivalent greenhouse gases the
world produces every year. Large differences in estimates
are mainly based on the exclusion or inclusion of emissions
due to deforestation and land use changes to provide
more land for cattle grazing. In contrast to general trends
of GHG emissions, carbon dioxide (CO2) is only a small
component of emissions in animal agriculture. The largest
share of GHG emissions for meat production are from
methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O), both of these
gases being part of the basket of the six most important
greenhouse gases discussed at COP21.
Deforestation and land use change
Around 80% of global deforestation occurs as a direct
result of agricultural practices according to UNEP.
This is most definitely the case in the Amazon rainforest.
Over the past 40 years, about a fifth of Brazil’s Amazon
rainforest has been lost and some of the main reasons
for that deforestation is the conversion of forest for cattle
ranching and agricultural crops, industrial activities and
logging for timber. Deforestation releases carbon into the
atmosphere which would otherwise have been trapped
in the trees and soil, and it also reduces the amount of
carbon dioxide rainforests can absorb.
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Embedded water
Livestock uses about one third of our total fresh water
supply globally. There are approximately 1.5 billion cows,
which require a great deal of food, therefore about 98%
of the water footprint of animal products relates to water
use for feed
It is clear then that our dietary habits can greatly influence
our overall water footprint too. In industrialized countries,
the average calorie consumption is about 3,400 kcal a day
and roughly 30% of that comes from animal products.
Under these circumstances, producing a meat based diet
of food for 1 day uses approximately 3,600 litres of water,
where as a vegetarian diet reduces the food-related
water footprint to 2,300 litres per day, a reduction of 36%.
All the cows on the planet combined produce about 130
times more organic waste than the entire human race.
Waste on this scale is causing problems with water quality
in some areas. Animal waste is now one of the biggest
polluters of freshwater resources and again isn’t a polluter
we hear a great deal about, but is an indirect result of our
dietary choices.
Solutions and conclusions
Can we switch to more climate friendly meat?
Well there is a hierarchy of the carbon intensity of meat,
with red meat being the most intensive, and poultry less
so, and fish and shellfish less again. However, it is a case of
six of one and half a dozen of the other, for example pigs
and poultry do produce significantly less methane than
cows, however, they are more dependent on grain and soy
– which has a substantial carbon impact. Grass-fed, free
range meat, and the resulting dairy products, may be
more environmentally friendly than factory-farmed or
grain-fed options, but they require a lot more land,
which is an issue in many parts of the world and obviously
isn’t an option on a larger scale, as we just don’t have
enough space.
A solution to the current global meat feast frenzy is not
for everyone to give up meat entirely. A more realistic
suggestion is for everyone to make small changes in their
current diets, especially if every meal is centred around
meat. For example, why not have one meat free day a
week, or consider meat as more of an occasional treat
rather than a must at every mealtime. Obviously, eating
more vegetables and pulse based meals is preferable for
the planet, but most of us could benefit from the reduction
in meat from our diet for health reasons too.
So eating less meat is healthier for us humans, kinder to
animals and a great deal better for the planet too - what’s
not to like?
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On the fourth day of
my eco love wished for me ... 4 minute showers

Day 4: Fresh water
Written by eco action games and EarthWatch Institute Europe
In certain parts of the world fresh water seems
an abundant, infinite resource, literally ‘on tap’.
In other areas water scarcity is the number one
challenge facing the local human, and animal,
populations. Water, more than any other basic
essential resource, is the commodity that is most
unevenly distributed across the globe. There are
also some very sobering facts about fresh water:
only 3% of the world’s entire water resource is
actually fresh water, less than 1% of all water
resources are safe to consume and more than
1 billion people do not have access to safe
water supplies.
And our use of water is increasing, in the western world
in particular having clean water ‘on tap’ has led to ever
more profligate use, with the average UK citizen, for eg,
using around 150 litres per day. In fact, in the UK, water
consumption has risen by around 1% every year since 1930.
But how does this relate to COP21, and greenhouse gas
emissions, you may ask? Creating clean, high quality,
potable water for human consumption requires energy,
that energy mostly comes from fossil fuels, and water
treatment actually contributes about 1% of greenhouse
gas emissions, this rises to ~3% if we factor in the energy
needed to heat that water. So using it wisely, and not
polluting water courses, can have a hugely positive impact
on climate change.

What eco actions can we take?
Citizens

It is very easy to be more ‘water wise’ in our daily lives.
Swap deep baths for short 4 minute showers – just like our
four COPmas elves (but do remember to take your hat off
first!); don’t tip oils and fats down drains and sinks; don’t
flush away nappies, wet wipes or other non-biodegradable
items – bin them instead; don’t use sprinklers; only run full
loads of washing/dishes; install water butts in your garden
& plant drought resistant plants and don’t forget to turn
the tap off when brushing your teeth.

Civil society

Community groups can contribute to water quality
improvements through organising clean-ups of the local
waterways; groups can get together to conduct citizen
science projects, such as Earthwatch’s Freshwater Watch
programme where the quality of local water courses is
regularly tested and the results uploaded to centralised
databanks to help scientists make sense of what is
happening to our waterways.

Corporates

Businesses can get involved in a range of activities,
conducting water audits of their own water use in their
operations for example. Regardless if they are office based
service industries, or are manufacturing products, there
are typically easy savings to be made. Companies can also
sign up to Earthwatch’s volunteering schemes and allow
staff to become part of a global citizen science project
that is mapping the water ways across the globe.
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Fresh water & its challenges:
resources, resilience & availability
Dwindling water supplies and decreasing water
quality are among the most significant issues
facing society. World leaders’ pledges for
achieving Sustainable Development Goal 6
(SDG) ‘Ensuring availability and sustainable
management of water and sanitation for all’ will
be one of the most significant and decisive for
society today and the next century. Every other
SDG relating to health, food security, climate
change, resiliency to disasters and ecosystems
hinges on the availability of water.
Fresh, clean water is becoming scarce for a globally
growing population and that which we do have is
declining in quality. Here are some sobering facts:
–	Nearly 800 million people in the world are without
access to safe water and 2.5 billion people are living
without basic sanitation.
–	By 2050, nearly half of the world’s population will be
living in areas where water is scarce and 90 per cent
of all population growth will occur in regions where
water is scarce and where there is currently no
sustainable access to water.
–	More people die from poor quality water annually than
from all forms of violence, including war.
–	As water quality declines in some regions, more than
50 per cent of native freshwater fish species and nearly
one third of the world’s amphibians are at risk of
extinction.
Despite the significance of the water challenge, it is not
a subject that is overtly on the agenda at COP21 – an
omission that many experts believe to be a major problem.
Big businesses, such as Ford, Nestle, Unilever and P&G
are already reducing their water use yet increasing
productivity – so there is reason for optimism. NGOs are
building sustainable sanitation infrastructure in developing
communities, saving them from impending water crises.
These are actions that our governments should also be
committing to. We hope that the importance of water will
be raised at COP21 and that governments will take note.
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Putting aside what governments will or will not discuss at
COP21, there are lots of potential actions we can take to
reduce the impact that humans are having on the quality
and availability of fresh water. The current problem
holding back progress is that scientists, agencies and
governments do not know enough about freshwater to
protect it properly. The Earthwatch Institute has a solution
to tackle this knowledge gap however.
Freshwater Watch is the Earthwatch Institute’s global
project to study the quality of fresh water. The kind of data
that our citizen scientists are collecting is missing in most
of the world – scientists and governments do not have the
resources to collect data on a scale necessary to make
informed decisions. Results from our project are uploaded
to the database and are analysed by leading scientists,
they are then presented to policy-makers and other
decision makers to directly influence and improve the way
in which aquatic ecosystems are being managed.
EarthWatch have research centres in more than 30 cities
across 15 countries so, in addition to examining local
issues, scientists are also able to make global comparisons
of the impacts of climate, land use, population and local
management of aquatic ecosystems. This will provide
new insights on the sustainable management of our
environment and its most precious resource – water.
Since the project launched in 2013, more than 7,000
people have signed up to take water quality measurements in
streams, ponds, rivers, lakes and ditches around the world.
By mapping the ‘unmapped’ citizen science has revealed
the ecological importance of many water bodies that
currently have little legislative protection. The data
gathered provides a solid evidence base on which to
improve this protection.
Earthwatch’s Freshwater Watchers are a vibrant
community of committed volunteers who have uploaded
more than 11,000 samples to our database and champion
the cause of fresh water. In addition to uploading data on
water quality around the globe, participants have changed
their personal behaviour to reduce their water footprint
and have become Water Ambassadors to spread the
word on the water challenge we all face. Citizen scientists
are the driving force of Freshwater Watch and their
dedication and willingness to learn more is genuinely
inspiring.

In partnership with:
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On the fifth day of
my eco love wished for me ... 5 clean seas

Day 5: Clean and cool oceans
Written by eco action games
Covering about 70% of the Earth’s surface, the
world’s five great oceans have a complicated,
but essential, relationship with our weather and
climate. As the climate warms, so too do the
oceans, which results in melting land ice, icebergs
and rising sea levels, a real and present danger
for many coastal areas of the world. But on the
positive side, the oceans have also dampened
the effects of climate change as they naturally
absorb vast quantities of carbon dioxide (CO2),
which would have otherwise entered our
atmosphere and added to the greenhouse effect.
However, this absorption of CO2 has resulted in the oceans
becoming slightly more acidic over the past century and
this changes the condition of marine habitats, potentially
harming biodiversity. Another growing issue concerning
the health of our oceans is the ever increasing quantity of
plastic that ends up in our seas which persists for decades,
if not centuries, harming marine life.
Decisions made at COP21 will have huge consequences for
the future health of our oceans. And even though we are
predominantly land-dwellers, there is something that each
one of us can do to help preserve the health, biodiversity
and cooler temperatures that our oceans need.

What eco actions can we take?
So, even though you might live hundreds, if not
thousands, of kilometres from the sea, there is
still much you can do to help protect our oceans:

Citizens

Every citizen on this planet has a role to play in helping to
ensure our oceans remain healthy, biodiverse and as cool
as possible. Ensuring that any plastic waste gets recycled
and does not end up in our waterways or oceans will make
a difference to the health of sea life. Fancy a bit of fish over
Christmas? Then ensure it is marine friendly by looking for
the Marine Stewardship Council logo (MSC), only awarded to
sustainably caught and non-endangered fish and shellfish.
And, of course, reducing our individual carbon footprints
generally will help ensure our oceans stay chilled out.

Civil society

Communities everywhere can rise to the challenge. Spread
awareness of what’s at stake over these 12 days of COPmas
for our seas. Encourage and organise mass clean-ups of
waterways and coastal areas, as rubbish dumped in rivers
and on beaches often end up in the ocean, leading to the
sad fact that 80% of the ocean’s litter originated on land.

Corporates

Retailers and manufacturers can help protect oceans by
reducing the plastic packaging on foodstuffs and other
products, by stocking only MSC products and reducing
their carbon footprints generally. Whatever the size of your
company, make a business-wide new year’s resolution to
tackle and reduce your unnecessary carbon emissions,
you’ll save cash too!
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Water, water, everywhere,
but not a drop to drink
There are three important issues that link oceans
and climate. The first is ocean warming due to
climate change, the second is ocean acidification
due to carbon absorption and the third, slightly
more indirect, is the plastic waste which ends
up in our oceans. Decisions made in COP21 this
week could have huge impacts on the future of
ocean health, but we can also help the process
as individuals because what we do indirectly
impacts them too. So this Christmas, take a
moment to think about how daily routines and
Christmas traditions could be harming our
precious oceans, even if you live hundreds of
kms from the sea.
Ocean temperature change
As greenhouse gases absorb more infrared energy from
the earth’s surface, trapping it in our atmosphere and
raising air temperatures, our oceans absorb more heat
from the air above them, resulting in increases in sea
surface temperatures. As oceans get warmer, the coastal
land ice and icebergs melt, resulting in rising sea levels
across the globe. The impacts of this will be unevenly
distributed between countries and continents and in many
cases low lying small islands which will be most affected,
and often these are the less developed and more
vulnerable countries. The impacts of climate change
associated with sea level rise and stronger storms are
especially relevant to coastal communities, but could well
have knock on effects on millions more people as
migration patterns change and previous bustling coastal
towns and cities become inhabitable or are lost under
the encroaching sea.
Changes in ocean temperatures and currents brought
about by climate change could lead to alterations in
climate patterns around the world. For example, warmer
waters may promote the development of stronger
storms in the tropics, leading to devastating
consequences for people living there.
The good news is however, we can all play our part in
reducing our personal carbon emissions and hence
help to slow down these processes.
Absorbing carbon dioxide and biodiversity
Another important natural relationship between oceans
and our climate is that oceans absorb and store carbon
dioxide emitted by humans and other natural actions.
Scientists believe that the oceans currently absorb 3050% of the CO2 produced by burning fossil fuels, and if
oceans ceased to perform this function, atmospheric
CO2 levels would be even higher than they are today.
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However, the absorption of increasing levels of CO2
over the past centuries has not come without its own
consequences; the vital ‘carbon sink’ process that the
ocean provides is changing our oceans’ chemistry.
Our oceans have become slightly more acidic over the last
100 years because of increased levels of CO2 , which
dissolves in water. Higher acidity affects the balance of
minerals in the water, which can make it more difficult for
certain marine animals to build their skeletons and shells.
The resulting change has slowed growth of plankton,
corals, and other invertebrates that serve as the most
basic level of the ocean food chain. If we don’t curb CO2
emissions, the impacts on marine life could be more
severe in the future and have potential consequences
all the way up the marine food chain. Interestingly, there is
a growing number of organisations now focused on
highlighting ocean acidification problems and it was also a
topic of discussion in the public seminars at COP21.
Plastic in the ocean
We have produced more plastic in the last 10 years than
we did in the last century. Society’s plastic habit is having
a hugely negative impact on our oceans and its marine
habitats. Plastic production not only uses vast amounts of
precious oil reserves, approximately 8%, but half of all
plastic produced is thrown away after a single use.
Sadly, lots of this waste finds its way into our waterways
and then into our oceans. Fishing nets, plastic bags, and
other plastic waste can sink to the ocean floor and break
up into smaller parts, smothering coral reefs. Seabirds,
sea turtles, fish, and marine mammals often ingest marine
debris that they mistake for food with often deadly
consequences. For example, whales and sea turtles often
mistake plastic bags for squid, and birds often mistake
plastic pellets for fish eggs. Marine life can become
entangled in plastic debris such as drink cans’ plastic
binders, causing serious injury and can lead to suffocation,
starvation, drowning, increased vulnerability to predators,
or other injury.
Although the scale of this problem seems daunting, it’s
not all doom and gloom. In fact, individuals have their own
roles to play to help reduce this problem. For example,
simple actions such as refusing plastic bags, ensuring litter
doesn’t get into waterways up stream, generally reducing
purchase of plastic and over packaged goods are all ways
to make positive change.
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On the sixth day of
my eco love wished for me ... 6 rainforests thriving

Day 6: Rainforests – the lungs of the Earth
Written by eco action games and Cool Earth
Our planet’s rainforests play a major part
in stabilising our climate. The deforestation
that takes place in these unique ecosystems
contributes around a fifth of global CO2
emissions. Preserving rainforest is the simplest
and cheapest way to mitigate climate change.
Despite this, we are losing the world’s rainforests
at an ever faster rate. They generate a fifth of
the world’s oxygen, yet of the world’s remaining
rainforests, 46% are fragmented, 30% are
degraded and only less than one quarter
are left fully intact.
It is not just the climate which will benefit from protecting
forest. Rainforests are home to 350 million people globally.
Around 1.6 billion people also depend on rainforests for
their livelihoods and survival. This means nearly one in four
people in the world rely directly or indirectly upon them.
It’s not only humans: our rainforests are home to a rich
tapestry of biodiversity. Despite only covering 6% of the
world’s land surface, they contain two thirds of all
biodiversity. 99% of this is still to be studied and could yield
new exciting discoveries, some that could be revolutionary
in the world of medicine. From slowing down climate
change to improving human health, the value of the world’s
main rainforest areas should not be under-estimated.

What eco actions can we take?
Citizens

Every citizen on this planet has a role to play in helping to
protect the rainforests. Actions which can be taken include:
eating less meat, as cattle farming is one of the leading
causes of deforestation, especially in the Amazon; avoiding
palm oil products where possible, as unsustainable palm
oil plantations are currently the leading cause of rainforest
destruction in Malaysia and Indonesia; and if you are buying
new timber based products, make sure to look for the FSC
mark: this accredits products that are grown and harvested
sustainably. And finally why not donate to a charity like
Cool Earth that directly protects rainforest?

Civil society

Communities everywhere can rise to the challenge.
Spread awareness of what’s at stake over these 12 days of
COPmas and lobby companies and governments to ensure
their procurement policies include making sure they buy,
and sell, only FSC certified products and that the palm oil
they use is sustainably sourced.

Corporates

Businesses, from the blue chip multinational, through to
the micro SME and start-ups, all have a role to play in
the protection of the rainforest. Manufacturers and retailers
should only sell FSC branded timber based goods, and
sustainability sourced palm oil. For an even bigger impact,
businesses can partner with Cool Earth to help protect
rainforest directly.
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Rainforests – why they matter
Half of the world’s rainforest has been destroyed
in the last 40 years, and it continues to be lost at
an ever increasing rate. Protecting the remaining
rainforests is pivotal to mitigating climate change
because of their crucial role in absorbing carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere. Forests also provide
a habitat for an incredible array of biodiversity
and livelihoods for millions of people.
Rainforests are carbon sinks
Trees play a key role in reducing pollutant levels. Take
CO2, for eg rainforests absorb huge quantities of this
greenhouse gas through photosynthesis. Trees and
vegetation take CO2 and effectively lock it into their
structures, keeping it safe from the atmosphere for
hundreds of years. This is known as a ‘carbon sink’ and is
one of the main reasons forests play such a critical role in
mitigating human related climate change.
However, what forests take from the atmosphere, they
can also give back. When forests are burnt to clear the
land, carbon matter is released in the form of CO2 back
into the atmosphere.
Organisations and governments are working towards
preventing the destruction of rainforests as part of their
efforts to keep warming below two degrees. Cool Earth
is focusing where the biggest impact can be made – in
areas on the brink of rapid deforestation. The charity has
protected more than 500,000 acres of rainforest that
would otherwise have been destroyed: the equivalent of
130,000,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide not reaching the
atmosphere, where it would contribute to global warming.
Biodiversity
An estimated two thirds of the world’s biodiversity is
found in the rainforests, despite them only covering
around 6% of the world’s surface. The Amazon alone is
extraordinarily rich in biodiversity and a very large number
of Amazonian plant and animal species are “endemic”,
meaning that they are not found anywhere else in the
world. Recent estimates indicate that in the Amazon there
are 18,000 varieties of plants, 434 species of mammals,
239 reptile species, 225 species of amphibians, and more
freshwater fish and primates than anywhere else on the
planet. Deforestation of such precious areas has
irreparable consequences for biodiversity and could lead
to the extinction of species we are yet to discover.
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As rainforest species disappear, so do many possible
cures for life-threatening diseases. Approximately half of
all synthetic drugs have a natural origin, including 10 of the
25 biggest-selling drugs in the US. The US National Cancer
Institute has identified 3000 plants that are active against
cancer cells and 70% of these plants are found in the
rainforest. Twenty-five percent of the active ingredients
in today’s cancer-fighting drugs come from organisms
found only in the rainforest. So it is evident how important
conservation of these ecosystems are.
More broadly, biological diversity is the resource
upon which families, communities, nations and future
generations over the world depend. If there is a
biodiversity crisis, our health, livelihoods and economy
are at risk, no matter where in the world we live.
Bottom up or top down?
Rainforest loss is not just a crisis for the planet but a
tragedy for local people who depend upon the forest
their entire livelihoods. Cool Earth believe it is these people
who are best positioned to stop deforestation as they
have the local knowledge and incentive to do so. It’s an
effective example of ‘bottom up’ rainforest protection
which harnesses the power of the local people to protect
it. The model builds up the resilience of these indigenous
communities, which is essential for the survival of these
vital ecosystems.
Top down agreements like those we hope will come from
the COP21 discussions are also vital. Strong national and
international laws and conventions creates a framework
and structure that helps to support and strengthen the
work that is being carried out on the ground, and the
most successful protection of forests will come when
both top and bottom are working towards it in unison.

In partnership with:
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On the seventh day of
my eco love wished for me ... 7 santas travelling

Day 7: Sustainable transport
Written by eco action games and Ecotricity
We need to rethink the way we move ourselves
around. There is a lot happening around ‘active
transport’ – which is a fancy term to describe
walking and cycling – but we also need to see a
sea change in what powers our vehicles – petrol
and diesel have been the dominant transportation
fuels for over a hundred years, but are so last
century. What we require is a new fuel for the
21st century. Welcome then e-vehicles, your
time has come!
From tiny e-bikes all the way up to hybrid trucks and buses,
plug-in electric vehicles are coming. After a few false starts
the technology is now in place to offer drivers a clean,
viable and fun alternative to the internal combustion engine
which has dominated the vehicle market for over a century.
Now that the major manufacturers are getting involved,
spurred along by some upstarts who are really shaking the
car industry up, we can expect the quality and range of
plug-in vehicles to rapidly improve, making them a tempting
proposition for the majority of drivers rather than being the
preserve of the early adopters. There are many attractions to
plug-in vehicles: they are exceptionally efficient, have no
tailpipe emissions so are very clean, are very quiet, have few
moving parts so their reliability is excellent, are cheap to fuel
and are great fun to drive with spritely performance from
even the most basic plug-in vehicle (the days of comparing
electric cars to milk carts are long gone).
Plug-ins are more expensive than conventional cars mainly
due to the cost of the battery. However this cost is falling
rapidly and following a trajectory not dissimilar to that
of solar power.

What eco actions can we take?
There are many actions we can adopt to reduce
our travel carbon footprint, here are a few:

Citizens

We need to start asking whether car journeys are really
necessary – could you hold that meeting on Skype? Could
you cycle, walk or take public transport instead? If driving is
unavoidable, then what sort of car should you use? If you
live in city centres with car sharing schemes why not
investigate whether any have plug-in vehicles in their fleets.
Car sharing schemes are in many ways a better option to
car ownership as they lead to less driving and the vehicles
are, typically, more modern and have lower emissions.

Civil society

Groups and communities can campaign to get their public
buses to be converted to electric vehicles and/or hybrids.
Join any campaigns for cleaner air in your area. Campaign
for better cycle lanes.

Corporates

Businesses of all sizes that operate fleets of vehicles could
investigate the possibility of operating plug-in vehicles
within their fleets. There are financial & environmental
benefits to switching to plug-in vehicles and in many
countries there are grants available to help with the vehicle
purchase costs and recharging infrastructure.
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Driven to destruction
One of the great ironies of the Paris Climate
Change Conference is the carbon footprint left by
the 40,000 attendees who have journeyed across
the globe to visit the French capital. It’s
estimated that 300,000 tonnes of CO2 will be
generated by the two week summit, and Barack
Obama’s travel arrangements alone will send
more carbon dioxide into the air than the
combined annual emissions of 31 US homes.
These emissions are the inconvenient side-effect of what
is a critical conference, but they’re clearly just a drop in the
ocean when you consider the bigger picture for transport.
In the UK, cars alone burn around 20 million tonnes of oil
every year and produce 70 million tonnes of CO2 (12% of
our total emissions) in the process. We need to not only
radically alter how we get from A to B, but also encourage
people to think twice about the journeys they make.
This requires long term big thinking from government
and local authorities on issues like public transport, the
movement of goods, lift sharing, town planning and even
data and connectivity. But we don’t have to wait for
government initiatives to rethink our travel habits – we
can make changes right now that will have a big impact
on our footprint.
The recent diesel emissions scandal has helped to remind
people of the harm that our cars are doing to the
environment, and it finally feels like we’ve hit a tipping point
when it comes to public attitudes towards electric cars.
There are now 43,000 electric vehicles (or EVs) on British
roads, including hybrid cars. That may only be 0.1% of the
total, but it’s increased from less than 2,000 just two years
ago, and the rapid uptake is showing no signs of slowing
down. There are more EVs on the market than ever before
as all major manufacturers now have an electric option,
from small city cars to sports cars like the BMW i8.
The main barrier to people buying an electric car in the
past was the fear around a lack of charging infrastructure
and the possibility that you might run out of battery
during a long journey, but that’s increasingly unlikely.
Around 99 per cent of UK journeys are less than twenty
miles and the latest electric cars can travel up to 150
before they need to refuel. The government will install a
charging point at your home absolutely free of charge, so
you can turn your house into your service station too.
For longer journeys, ecotricity have installed nearly 300
electricity pumps across Britain, what we like to call the
Electric Highway. The Electric Highway enables drivers to
charge their car up to 80% in just 20 minutes and travel
the length and breadth of the country using nothing but
renewable electricity. Drivers simply need to pull into a
motorway services and plug in. It’s only been up and
running for the last three years, but it’s already powering
nearly two million miles a month.
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We don’t need to wait for the technology to change our
driving habits, it’s already here – the electric car revolution
has already started. If we remove petrol and diesel cars
from our roads, we’ll feel the benefits both short and long
term. Paris had a car free day back in September which
led to a dramatic drop in both air and noise pollution as
levels of nitrogen dioxide dropped by up to 40% in parts
of the city and sound levels dropped by half. If Paris can
see that much of a change in only a day, just imagine what
could happen over the course of a few years.
If electric cars are embraced fully by 2030, we could have
over five million EVs and 11 million hybrids on the road. As
a result, we would halve the carbon emissions from
passenger cars and vans and save £1.2 billion to the
economy in health benefits. It won’t just be at a national
level that we’ll see a financial boon – by then, you’ll only
spend £254 a year on travel, compared to an average of
£1190 for traditional fuel cars in 2014.
A potential problem levelled at plug-in vehicles is the
impact they could have on electricity grids. There are
certainly challenges which need to be overcome. The idea
of millions of commuters coming home, plugging in their
vehicles and all of these vehicles attempting to
simultaneously recharge just as the evening peak is
starting is the kind of thing that makes grid controllers
wake in the middle of the night in a cold sweat. But of
course this won’t happen in reality, we are gradually
moving towards smart grids which means that when the
commuters arrive home in the evening they’ll plug in and
the grid will decide when it is best to charge the vehicle.
This could be when demand is lowest, or supply is
cheapest or greenest. The vast majority of those vehicles
are going to stay plugged in for the whole night and could
be recharged at any time so the load can be spread over
the quiet off-peak hours.
In fact plug-in vehicles have one more trick up their sleeve:
being plugged in to the grid means that they can
potentially become active participants in a future smart
grid. At the moment, grid operators have to ramp up and
down fossil fuel plant to balance changes in demand and
supply and this has a toll both in terms of cost and
emissions. A smart plug-in vehicle could offer a similar
service by reducing the rate at which it recharges if supply
gets tight. If you could remotely dial back the rate at which
a million plug-in vehicles charge overnight, this would offer
the grid manager control of 3GW (gigawatts) of demand,
as much as a large nuclear power station. Ultimately it
could go even further by having plug-in vehicles which are
able to store power when there is a surplus and deliver it
back to the grid when supplies are tight. The name for this
kind of service is ‘Vehicle to Grid’ (V2G), and as more and
more variable supplies of renewable electricity are added
to electricity grids around the world, V2G services are
going to become more and more important.
The technology, finances and infrastructure is already
here, so what are you waiting for? join the e-revolution.
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On the eighth day of
my eco love wished for me ... 8 reindeers surviving

Day 8: Biodiversity
Written by eco action games and the Eden Project
Humans are becoming ever more dominant in
the natural world and, unfortunately, we often
expand at the expense of biodiversity. Although
it is difficult to determine to any degree of
accuracy, some scientists claim we are in the
middle of the 6th mass extinction crisis and that
it is being caused solely by human activity.
The rapid loss of species we are seeing today is
estimated by experts to be between 1000 and
10,000 times more than the natural extinction
rate. Habitat destruction, introduction of invasive
species, over exploitation, agricultural mono
cultures and climate change are compounding
problems which are creating this crisis.
Linking the issue of biodiversity loss to COP21 negotiations
and debates, we see that climate change, including
changes in temperature and increases in the number of
extreme weather events, will heavily impact ecosystems
and the biodiversity they provide habitats for. Even a small
change in temperature can influence breeding cycles,
habitat range and food availability for species and therefore
the biodiversity of the planet could be the first victim of
failing to reach a deal in Paris this COPmas.

What eco actions can we take?
Citizens

There is much that can be done on the part of citizens.
Buying Rainforest Alliance Certified products can help
towards reducing your personal impact on rainforest
biodiversity. Not buying souvenirs on holiday that are made
from the skin, fur, bone, beak, shell or hooves of an
endangered species. Using 100% recycled paper, as this
saves 24 trees per tonne of paper and can help towards
slowing habitat destruction in the rainforest. Buying organic
food helps reduce inputs of fertilizers and pesticides into
the environment, which in turn reduces negative impacts
on nearby beneficial insects (for pollination and pest
control) and adjacent aquatic biodiversity.

Civil society

Get involved with ecological restoration in your area.
Most areas have groups active in restoration. By volunteering,
you can help restore habitat for native species and eliminate
invasive species, all while learning something about your
local plants and animals and getting active out in the
fresh air.

Corporates

Nowadays 75% of the world’s fisheries are fully or over
exploited. A huge amount of the planet’s biodiversity is
found underwater, so the fishing industry and supermarkets
have an important role to play in biodiversity protection.
Reducing by-kill (animals caught by accident in fishing gear;
species that the fishers do not intend to catch) in fish
harvesting is vital to creating sustainable marine diversity.
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Diversity matters!
Biodiversity – short for biological diversity –
means the diversity of life in all its forms – the
diversity of species, of genetic variations within
one species, and of ecosystems. How then does
biodiversity loss affect us? Well, biological
diversity is the resource upon which individuals,
families, communities, nations and future
generations depend. Which means if there is a
biodiversity crisis, a large number of our natural
assets will be affected, as they are, ultimately all
part of the same global system – the web of life.
A crisis of this sort would affect our health,
livelihoods and economy. Not to mention the
aesthetic value we draw from the beauty of flora
and fauna biodiversity.
The current situation
12,259 species are known by IUCN (International Union for
Conservation of Nature, the World Conservation Body), to
be threatened with extinction. The IUCN keeps the world’s
inventory of the conservation status of animals and plants,
compiling data from thousands of scientists and
conservationists worldwide. However, the twelve thousand
odd threatened species are only the tip of the iceberg.
Nobody knows exactly how many species there are on
Earth, let alone how they are doing or an exact rate of
extinction. The total number of recorded living species is
around 1.75 million, but more than two thirds are insects
and other invertebrates, which are extremely difficult to
monitor. We do know however, that the extinction rate is
increasing due to human activity.
Causes of biodiversity loss
The causes of biodiversity loss vary in different parts of
the world, as well as between flora and fauna, but all of
them ultimately come back to the expansion of human
influence over the natural world. Habitat destruction and
land use change due to urbanisation and agriculture are
powerful forces which have had severe consequences for
plant and animal life. For example, deforestation and crop
mono culture is seen extensively in the Amazon rainforest
and has resulted already in a large drop in species richness.
The Amazon is a pertinent example because it is so rich in
biodiversity, you can find more species in one acre in the
amazon than in the whole of the UK, but we have seen large
sections of the rainforest destroyed already and with it plant
and animal species, many of which we are still ignorant of in
terms their potential beneficial uses.
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Marine biodiversity is also suffering from harmful chemicals
getting into waterways up-stream, causing dead zones in the
ocean from nitrogen overloading, leading to eutrophication
effects. Untreated sewage, from both animal and humans, is
also a problem for water species and a growing concern is
pharmaceuticals and hormones polluting water sources
and changing animals functions and hormone balance.
The introduction of invasive species into new habitats can
overwhelm endemic species and then thrive, resulting in loss
of the natural order. Another human action which swings the
balance of nature past the tipping point for biodiversity
survival is over exploitation. Over exploitation occurs when a
resource is consumed at an unsustainable rate, either because
of over hunting, poor soil conservation or illegal wildlife trade.
Fisheries are a classic example of this. A quarter of the world’s
fisheries are over fished, meaning we are harvesting fish faster
than the natural replenishing rate.
Looking at flora biodiversity, human created mono cultures
are presenting new challenges for plants. Presently, only about
30 crops provide 95% of human food energy needs, four of
which (rice, wheat, maize and potato) are responsible for more
than 60% of our energy intake. Due to the dependency on this
relatively small number of crops for global food security, it is
easy to see how mono cultures help to wipe out the diversity
of plant life at an increasing rate.

Positive action
The good news is there are many actions we can adopt
as individuals to protect biodiversity, and there are also
many organisations who campaign around this issue too.
For example, our partners for today, the Eden Project,
an educational charity and a visitor destination in Cornwall,
UK. The Eden Project is home to the world’s largest
rainforest outside of its natural habitat, and it powerfully
communicates our dependency on nature and the
importance of biodiversity. A visit to Eden’s Rainforest
Biome, as well as the Mediterranean Biome, provides you
with an unforgettable ‘immersive’ experience of these
environments, their plants and their uses.
Other solutions, from a more top-down, economically
driven approach, suggest putting a monetary value to
the services that ecosystems provide to humans, in order
to ensure governments and corporates appreciate their
full value. Over the last 25 years the EU has built up
a vast network of 26,000 protected areas in all the
Member States and an area of more than 750,000 km2,
which is 18% of the EU’s land area. It is the largest network
of protected areas in the world and makes us hopeful that
other governments, around the globe, are also prioritising
this issue.

In partnership with:
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On the ninth day of
my eco love wished for me ... 9 seasonal veggies

Day 9: Food – sustainable agriculture
Written by by eco action games and Project Dirt
Where would we be without agriculture? We’d be
very hungry for a start! Whilst food is the most
obvious of benefits, agriculture also provides
fuels, raw materials and medicines that we simply
couldn’t do without. In essence, agriculture is
indispensable to our everyday lives in many more
ways than simply satisfying our hunger pangs.
The past half century has seen agricultural yields increase
on an exponential scale to keep pace with the burgeoning
demands of an ever growing global population. However,
this booming productivity has brought with it the use of
fertilizers, pesticides, intensely irrigated crops and heavy
machinery on a scale that is threatening to damage the
environment and our communities irreparably.
Thankfully, public awareness of this issue has increased
in scale also, translating into support and practice of more
sustainable agriculture. The discussions taking place at
COP21 will look to establish a policy framework for
sustainable agriculture which matches the great efforts
being made on a localised level (efforts we all can make!).

What eco actions can we take?
Citizens

Individually, we can take many practical actions, from
buying food that is both organic and seasonally produced
by local growers, to (with a little perseverance and practice)
growing your own! Also, do you really need to eat
strawberries in winter, or asparagus flown in from Peru?
Check the origin of your fruit and veg before you buy.
Out-of-season, fresh, perishable produce is typically air
freighted from far-flung parts of the globe –increasing the
carbon footprint of the foodstuff enormously. Getting back
in tune with our local seasons and what produce is grown
naturally at different times of year is rewarding and makes
you more adventurous with cooking as well.

Civil society

Working as a community is a sure fire way to being more
agriculturally sustainable. Building relationships between
producers and local consumers (and telling others about
them) can get more people involved in all aspects of
sustainable agriculture, from field to plate, by-passing the
need for large-scale industry

Corporates

The business world has the funds to direct towards
sustainable agriculture, and benefit them as a result.
Unfortunately, currently investment in community-based
sustainable agriculture is difficult to come across.
Businesses have the financial capital that projects, such as
food co-operatives and community kitchens, need to get
off the ground and make a difference.
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Is the garden rosy for
sustainable agriculture?
Most of us in the global north eat three hearty
meals a day. We may snack between mealtimes
too, but how often do we think about the system
that sits behind what sits on our dinner plates?
We’re so disconnected from our food that
according to a recent study 9% of 16-24 year olds
think potatoes grow on trees! If we don’t know
WHERE our food comes from, we certainly won’t
know HOW it gets to the table.
Sustainable agriculture is the act of producing foodstuffs and
materials which don’t negatively impact on the environment,
our health and our communities. It champions biodiversity, the
use of plant friendly crop growing techniques, and prioritises
the conservation of ecosystems over high yields. Food is
produced without hazardous pesticides and fertilizers, and in a
manner which – whilst remaining economically viable – doesn’t
sacrifice local communities and livelihoods for big profits.
Much attention has been given recently to questioning
whether modern methods of agriculture – revolving heavily
around industrial farming techniques – can be sustainable for
an ever-growing and globalised population. ‘Monoculture’, one
of the most widely used of these methods, is reliant on
machinery and chemical inputs to grow single crops
intensively on a very large scale. The disintegration of rural
communities, water scarcity, soil degradation, deforestation, air
pollution and more broadly (but most crucially) climate
change, are just some of the negative and lasting impacts that
can be attributed to industrialised agriculture.
Reports indicate that climate change is already diminishing the
global food supply, noticeably on integral cereals such as
maize and wheat. These social and environmental
ramifications leave little ambiguity that a move towards
sustainable agriculture is essential.
So what efforts are being made to make this happen? Local
and regional food networks, where all aspects of the
agricultural process involve members of the community, are
sprouting up (sorry!) across the globe. The way food is grown,
harvested, processed and distributed is done so in a socially
and environmentally responsible manner, with the full consent
of local producers and consumers. For instance the
FoodSmiles project of St Albans, which strives to make local
food and food-growing more accessible, allows community
members to utilise the 30 allotment plots and 4 poly-tunnels
on their farm site for themselves and to contribute to a weekly
veg box scheme.
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Localised systems focus on growing both seasonal and
organic food that minimizes the use of pesticides and fertilizers
and in turn the damaging effects on floral and faunal health.
Strong local food networks also increase both food security
and communal comradery. Having a collective sense of
responsibility to make local produce readily available to the
local population ensures that people feel integrally involved in
the system! A great example of this is The Edible Bus Stop, a
London based landscape architecture and horticultural
collective, that has helped create a guerrilla garden in Lambeth
dedicated to local residents. The garden welcomes local
people to get involved by growing an assortment of leafy
greens and herbs to then take home to cook with and eat.
Perhaps as a reaction to an ever-faster, technology-hungry
daily pace of life, we’re also seeing a simultaneous revival of a
grow-your-own culture, with more and more people wanting
to live The Good Life. Ditching supermarket shelves in favour
of vegetable patches is not only building a sense of pride in
returning to the fundamentals of feeding ourselves, but also
provides a ready supply of fresh and delicious food, whilst
cutting out the carbon emissions caused by transport and
refrigerated storage. Even in urbanised areas where space is
hard to come by, gardeners are finding ways to be sustainable.
The Vertical Veg Street Project in Newcastle aims to help
residents grow in small spaces at the front of their homes by
(as the name suggests) growing upwards!
Furthermore, localised agriculture that efficiently and
effectively brings produce to plate minimises the number of
stages of the food supply chain, that each contribute to
substantial food loss and food waste.
Whilst efforts at a grassroots community level are having an
observable and noteworthy effect, sustainable agriculture still
faces the challenge of being adopted at scale worldwide.
Structural developments in international agricultural policy,
which favours big industry over sustainable agriculture, are
needed to make this a reality. Policy at the moment doesn’t
evenly distribute agricultural budget between producers, as
well as provide the necessary protection against market
volatility. COP21 presents an opportunity for the powers that
be to challenge the industrially dominated sector and to make
these goals achievable. For agriculture to be sustainable it has
to meet the requirements of the present without
compromising future generations to meet their own. At the
moment, industrial agriculture isn’t affording people of the mid
to late 21st century and beyond the luxuries of today. Hopefully
the groundswell of support for sustainable agriculture, from
yourselves and the community food groups, plus evidence of
its success and the looming threat of environmental and social
damage, will lead to action.

In partnership with:
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On the tenth day of
my eco love wished for me ... 10 excess pressies

him

her

Day 10: Over-consumption & how you can go ‘cold turkey’
Written by by eco action games and Onya Products
At this time of year we tend to consume and
spend a tad more than usual as we join in with
the festivities. Of course, Christmas is a special
time for many of us and we want to show our
appreciation and love to friends and family, we
don’t want to be called eco Scrooges after all!
However, we could also show our love and
appreciation for the planet at this time of the year
too, by being a little more mindful of the amount
of ‘stuff’ we waste over the ‘12 days of Christmas’
and try to have a more sustainable festive season.
OK, here are some sobering Christmas waste facts and
figures for you – bear with us, we will return to our usual
positive selves (or should that be elves) shortly. According
to the Love Food, Hate Waste campaign, in the UK alone,
we throw out the equivalent of 2 million turkeys (10 million
are bought), 5 million Christmas puddings and 74 million
mince pies. And it gets worse, apparently we tip 15 million
cups of turkey fat down our sinks on Christmas day alone
– a ‘nightmare after Christmas’ for our water companies
that have to deal with the consequences of this – the
dreaded ‘fatbergs’ that are clogging up our sewers.
And that’s only the food. If we turn our attention to the
purchasing and wrapping of presents for friends, family,
work colleagues and pets, we find over a third, at 37%,
of people claim they have received gifts they neither want
nor use. One in five say they end up at the back of the
cupboard, and almost half consider selling them on. And,
apparently, we could gift wrap the entire island of Jersey
with the amount of wrapping paper thrown away!

What eco actions can we take?
Citizens

Think about the amount of perishable food you will
realistically get through over Christmas. Try buying items
that are reusable, multi-functional and have minimal or no
packaging. We can reduce those ‘unappreciated’ presents
by buying good quality, ethical presents which will last and
be reused or shared. If you choose an artificial tree then do
re-use every year (it takes ~10 years for its environmental
impact to be lower than a real tree). Look up ‘leftover’ recipes
and don’t let those sprouts, mince pies or turkey go to waste
– really do try to go ‘cold turkey’ this Christmas.

Civil society

A sharing economy model involves communities coming
together around the notion of sharing resources and
ensuring under-utilised products are used more efficiently.
Collaborative ownership of goods such as power tools or
cars is an effective way to reduce resource use and save
money. Also using web-based platforms for reusing goods,
such as ‘Freecycle’ or ‘Freegle’ type websites is effective.

Corporates

Businesses obviously play a large role in shaping our
consumer habits, especially with the relentless advertising
at Christmas. But they can still help reduce consumption
without effecting their bottom line, by ‘designing out’ excess
packaging and waste, extending sell by dates to reduce food
waste and stocking and encouraging ethical purchasing of
products that are not ‘single use’ disposable items.
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How to dump our
Throwaway Society
Currently our global economy is dominated
by the ‘linear economic model’; where the
process of consumption is defined by: extraction
– production – use (typically one off or
temporary) – disposal – more extraction etc.
This has resulted in our modern, typically
western, lifestyles being defined by the moniker
the ‘throwaway society’. Overwhelmingly, what
we buy ends up in landfill or incinerators and
sometimes, in the case of plastic bags, after only
a few minutes of useful life. This type of economic
model is also very carbon and resource intensive
and is not sustainable, especially when the
abundance of commonly used, raw materials
is rapidly decreasing.
The growing movement that presents a ‘circular economy
model’ as a viable alternative is very much coming of age.
Circular economy models envisage designing waste out of
products from their inception. So instead of a ‘cradle-tograve’ approach to production, we instead design a ‘cradleto-cradle’ production process where waste is eliminated and
the products we use have lifespans way beyond their
original purpose. This would involve a considerable shift in
mind set for many of us, not least our designers and
manufacturers, but the opportunities and advantages of the
circular economy are almost endless, just like a circle in fact!
Resource efficiency
There is some good news however; around the idea of
doing ‘more with less’. Over the last decades, there has been
relative improvement in our resource efficiency. For
example, the world economy, in 2009, used around 30%
fewer resources to produce one euro or dollar of GDP than
30 years previously. Two reasons for this involve packaging
levels being reduced and technology becoming more
compact, hence we are using less resources in the creation
of laptops, televisions and phones for example. However, on
the downside, overall resource use is still increasing despite
efficiency gains, mainly as a result of us consuming ‘durable’
products more frequently, demanding the most up-to-date
version of the latest ‘must-have’ device way before we have
worn out our existing device. So, unfortunately, this positive
resource efficiency trend is more than outweighed by the
overall growth of our economies through purchasing more
‘stuff’. In this case, the key thing we can all try to do is to
extend the lifespan of the gadgets and gizmos we already
have, and not be tempted by the latest, very slightly
improved version.
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The Sharing economy is another model that has gained
much ground and attention in recent years. The basic
premise is that we share resources we already have, instead
of individually buying new, especially for massively underutilised products. It’s a crazy fact that the average power
drill is used for a total of 9 minutes in its entire useful
lifetime, the rest of the time it sits in the garage unused.
Platforms exist nowadays that allow you to do this in your
local area, so streets and community groups can share
commonly owned resources such as hedge trimmers, power
tools, pasta makers etc, even homes! The room sharing
online platform, Airbnb, is an example of this, where spare
rooms are rented out to visitors, or car sharing websites that
link people together who are making the same journey, to
share vehicles and hence remove cars off the road, a good
idea for your travel home for Christmas this year, possibly?
Designing out waste is an important step towards reducing
the amount of waste that goes to landfill. Currently, 50% of
all plastic produced is only used once and then disposed of,
therefore there is a great need for a rethink of our current
practices. There are many opportunities to create new
products which design out waste and solve the issue of
disposability at source. Some great examples of this are the
reusable products that our partner for today’s theme, Onya,
produce. Onya’s guiding mission is to eliminate unnecessary,
particularly plastic, waste from our lives. Whether it is
through their original, but much copied, Onya ‘bag in a bag’
range, through to reusable packed lunch wrappers, or
reusable water bottles and other cool items, their products
allow us to become much more ‘circular’ in our lifestyles and
get rid of the waste once and for all.
To conclude, we know most of us will have a higher
environmental impact and carbon footprint than is usual
during this festive period, but it can also be a great
opportunity to explore your inventiveness and encourage
broader change in your lives with respect to waste and
resource use. With people coming together at this time of
the year, any actions you may take now have a good chance
of being noticed and influencing others. You might find you
enjoy having a lower carbon Christmas more than a wasteful
one! We wish you all a merry, sustainable COPmas!

In partnership with:
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On the eleventh day of
my eco love wished for me ... 11 eco buildings

Day 11: Sustainable cities
Written by by eco action games and Carillion
Currently, just over half of the human population
live in cities and other urban areas.
Extraordinarily, the UN forecast that, by the year
2050, approximately two thirds (66%) of the
world’s population will live in these areas. Cities
can of course be very sustainable places to live
– densely packed, efficient use of space, good
public transport infrastructure – but only if they
are designed and constructed with sustainability
and resilience in mind! To have any chance of
containing our temperature rise within the 2
degrees target, we need to focus on making our
cities of the future models of sustainability.
Using the idea of a city as an ecosystem helps to visualise
and describe how a sustainable city could function. Input
and output cycles in natural ecosystems are (generally)
dominated by the plants and animals that live there, with
humans doing the same in the city’s ecosystem cycles.
We import all the food, fuels and other resources we
require as inputs, converting our outputs mainly into heat
and waste products. This simplified analogy can help us to
understand how we make future cities far more sustainable
if we can act together.

What eco actions can we take?
Citizens

Llfe in cities provide huge opportunities for its citizens
to live sustainable lives. Public transport and car-sharing
opportunities mean car ownership isn’t essential.
The density of population makes it easier to share services
too – with local community groups providing access to
household items that people only need once in a blue
moon (like a drill), to reduce the need for individual
ownership of infrequently used items

Civil society

At community level there are opportunities for coming
together and developing strong social bonds and pooling
talent, intellect and abilities to create a truly resilient society
which feeds off diverse needs and skills. Community groups
based around common interests such as ecology or
gardening can find ample opportunity to work within the
city’s ecosystem to improve it

Corporates

The nature of business usually requires companies to have a
presence in cities, so they can be very much part of the
solution to design and build future buildings. When clients
demands green roofs, zero carbon heating and cooling,
off-grid power solutions and efficient buildings, then
architects and builders will work ever more closely to
develop and provide them
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Sustainable cities
– glimpsing the future
Sustainable cities of the future probably have
one fundamental design character: collaboration.
Basically people working together. Those who
live there, those who make their living there and
those who provide vital services, connections
and support to run those cities.
Getting things done through collaboration defines a
successful community – and may be the only way success
can ever be sustained. The COP21 Summit itself is a grand
exercise in collaboration, and – with pressure on resources,
space and energy set to increase year on year in urban
areas – the heart of any Paris agreements will need to be
effective in city regions. Buildings currently use about 40
per cent of the world’s energy and contribute to a third
of the planet’s greenhouse gas emissions, so there’s no
escaping the impact of the built environment now and in
the years to come.
Carillion is one of the UK’s leading integrated support
services companies, with extensive construction capabilities,
a substantial portfolio of Public Private Partnership projects
and a sector-leading ability to deliver sustainable solutions
across the full scope of that built environment.
Sustainable Design and Construction
As with most good outcomes, success starts with a good
design. Smart, managed highways, smarter traffic routes
and efficient people flow can cut carbon, save time and
improve a region’s investment attraction. However, good
building design is even more fundamental – needing to
minimise operational carbon and use the right materials to
make the construction process as ‘carbon lean’ as possible.
Crucially, this needs to really matter to clients too.
Embodied carbon in the materials, transport and supply
chain (constructing the building) accounts for around 18%
of a building’s whole life carbon emissions. Operational
carbon (using the building) accounts for around 82% of the
emissions. Whilst the latter will arguably always dominate
the former, minimising embodied carbon – essentially at
the design stage – is critical to a low carbon whole lifecycle.
Modular accommodation blocks buildings in one of
Carillion’s Welsh construction contracts saved time, money
and waste because they could be part-constructed offsite.
Crucially, they also saved up to 31,300 tonnes of carbon
during the full project – around 90,000 miles in an average
family estate car. At the Four Seasons Hotel Project in
Abu Dhabi Carillion engineers used ground granulated blast
slag cement replacement to save a further 12500 tonnes
of embodied carbon from the footprint.
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Working Together
Carillion are working alongside other industry leaders,
companies and government authorities to achieve effective,
lasting carbon reduction at scale. We all committed to cut
24 million tonnes of carbon from UK infrastructure contracts
by 2050 under the Infrastructure Carbon Review, and 2016
will see the release of a new publicly available standard
(Carbon PAS) as a practical management tool for
infrastructure projects.
Collaboration for the common good is also at the heart
of the Supply Chain Sustainability School – 36 partners
standing together across the built environment to up-skill
an industry. The School has made exceptional progress
since 2012, offering a virtual learning environment for
suppliers across construction, infrastructure and facilities
management – and all for free to its registered users.
To develop and maintain the buildings and infrastructure
of tomorrow’s sustainable cities, the next generation of
tradespeople must be suitably skilled, prepared and
conscious of their impacts on those cities.
Managing Wisely
Managing resources wisely, engaging credibly with local
communities and building long-term economic success
depends on acting early and with regular commitment.
If we can show people that small positive changes can
make a big difference, positive relationships between
business and the public will shape more sustainable futures.
This doesn’t necessarily need legislation, but it does need
a will and it does need collaboration.
Businesses should be ambitious, setting challenging goals
and inspiring others to join them, such as our plan for
Carbon Reduction and Community Needs Plans across
all of Carillion’s contracts and projects. We’re close to
effectively sending zero waste to landfill and, like many
others, are now turning our attention to waste reduction
overall – which brings us right back to design. We must
build in more effective decisions before a block, a brick
or a length of wood has even been cut.
Martin Luther King once explained that “we must learn
to live together as brothers or perish together as fools.”
Through sustainable design and construction, working
together and managing wisely, we can shape more
sustainable cities. Building ever stronger communities
and collaboration across those cities will be the start.

In partnership with:
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On the twelfth day of
my eco love wished for me ... 12 turbines spinning

Day 12: Renewable energy
Written by by eco action games and Ecotricity
Renewable energy technologies are gaining
ground rapidly. According to the International
Energy Agency, 13.5% of the planet’s total energy
was supplied by renewable sources in 2013. They
have been growing at a steady 2.2% each year
from 1990. Even more impressively, renewables
were the world’s third largest electricity
production source, at nearly 21.6% in 2013,
behind coal (41%) and a smidgen behind gas
(21.8%), but kicking nuclear into fourth place
(10.6%).
This is a fantastic success story and one that has really
taken off in this new century, for solar and wind power in
particular. However, that success story needs to thrive and
greatly accelerate over the next few decades if we are to
have a fighting chance of keeping the planet’s warming
within 2 degrees and decarbonise our energy sources
almost completely by 2050. If we continue at around a 2%
annual increase, it will take longer than we have to achieve
an almost carbon-free energy future. We need to up our
game, and we need to do so quickly!

What eco actions can we take?
Citizens

If you own your own property, look into whether renewable
energy sources can work for your home. The popularity of
domestic solar (PV) electricity generation has taken off
extraordinarily in the last decade, resulting in costs
dropping dramatically. Also, think about alternative heating
sources. Could a wood-fired stove work for you? Whether
you’re a home owner or renting, how about switching your
energy supplier to one of the independent energy
suppliers, such as ecotricity, that provide 100% exclusively
clean, renewable electricity?

Civil society

If you are a community group with property, you too
could investigate the potential for solar or other renewable
technologies to power your buildings. Crowdsourcing
campaigns, where local people buy a stake in the power
produced, is proving a very popular and effective way
of self-financing small renewable installations. Additionally,
if you live in the UK, why not get your local community
groups to all sign the petition to stop the Government’s
87% cut in solar subsidies.

Corporates

Be part of the rapidly growing 100% renewables pledge
movement. The RE100 campaign is gaining strength
quickly and has some of the biggest corporate names on
the planet onboard. Whatever size business, you can make
the 100% renewables pledge and show your government
it matters!
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Why renewable technologies
are the future of energy
The good news is that renewable energy has
grown far more quickly than anyone anticipated.
By 2013, renewables contributed more than
20% of the total electricity generation in at least
30 countries. Norway generates nearly all of its
electricity from renewable sources (97 percent
from hydropower). The capital costs of
renewables are dropping rapidly too, with PV,
for example, reducing in price by 75% within
a decade. The dream of powering our planet
on 100% renewables is looking more and more
a plausible reality. Barriers to implementing
the big, bold, audacious plan of a renewably
powered future are more socially and politically
driven rather than of a technological or
economic nature.
In fact, in late 2015, Bloomberg released a report that
confirmed that onshore wind is the cheapest source of energy
we can build! It’s very depressing then, despite the mounting
evidence that the future has to be renewable, that here in the
UK, the government seems to have developed a wide-ranging
allergy to most forms of renewable technologies and
consequently has stripped away vital support for these
industries. The most unfathomable decision made recently
was to ‘un-exempt’ renewable power sources from the
‘Climate Change Levy’ – the government measure put in place
to discourage the use of fossil fuels, and encourage the use
of clean, low carbon fuels instead – go figure? It calls for a
hashtag: #bonkers
But we are not about the ‘doom and gloom’ here, instead we
want to celebrate what is positive in the renewables world.
Currently, with COP21 coming to a close, we can report on
some very positive declarations that a bright, renewable world
is actually on the cards
The 100% renewables (RE100) movement
Over the past 12 days of COP21, we have seen a multitude of
significant blue-chip corporations all coming out with the same
message – ‘we pledge 100% renewables’. The RE100 is an
initiative pioneered by the Climate Group. It has called on big
businesses to pledge to source all of their energy requirements
from renewable sources. As we write, the 53 companies (and
counting) that have signed up to this make an impressive roll
call of the globe’s most well-known, iconic, brands.
The likes of Ikea, Coca-Cola, BMW, Microsoft, Google, BT,
H&M, M&S, Mars, Nike, Nestle, Unilever, Walmart, Goldman
Sachs and Starbucks to name just a few. We can say that
every aspect of our lives – from the clothes we wear, to the
food & drink we consume, the shower gels and deodorants
we use, the cars some of us drive, the IT and telecoms we rely
on – will have been produced by renewable power in the
future. It’s a powerful story and one wonders when the UK
government will eventually prick up its ears and take note.
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Can bills make mills?
If we turn now to the energy generation market, there are
some great, innovative energy generation ideas in full flow
already. Take our partner for today’s theme for example:
Ecotricity.
Ecotricity was founded in 1995. They built their first windmill
in 1996, went to Kyoto in 1997, and were the first company
in Britain to offer a new kind of electricity – the green kind.
Actually, they were the very first company in the world to
do that. They’re not your average energy company. The first
difference is one of purpose –they exist to change the way
energy is made and used in Britain.
They take the green electricity that they make and supply
it to their customers – over 170,000 of them. Continual
reinvestment in new Green Energy is at the heart of their
business model. It’s what they call turning ‘bills into mills’:
harnessing customers’ energy bills to build new Green
Energy mills.
For over a decade, they have, on average, spent more per
customer each year building new sources of Green Energy
than any other supplier in Britain.
As well as having the greenest electricity in Britain, they are
also the only energy company in Britain to supply green gas.
And they’ll soon be generating their own green gas, after
they recently announced they’re building Green Gas Mills
around Britain.
In conclusion, what can we say that sums up our feelings as
the negotiations come to a close? These 12 days of COP21
have been the most positive and encouraging we can
remember in all the previous 20 meetings that have taken
place over the last decades.
Countries of the world finally seemed to have awoken with
a start – sadly, the UK government still seems to be napping
– to the imminent dangers that we, the flora and fauna of the
planet, and the globe itself are facing. The need to contain the
global temperature rise to 2 degrees - even better, talk is now
of aiming for 1.5 degrees – is top of the agenda. The way we
power our Earth is the single most important aspect of this
goal. Businesses get it, the people get it, a great number of the
world’s economies get it, we hope that the UK government
will very quickly get it. If not, we must simply get on with it
without them.

In partnership with:
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Our reflections on
The Paris Agreement 2015

There was no denying the overwhelmingly
positive momentum and hopeful atmosphere
apparent throughout the Civil Society area at
Le Bourget, the site of the official government
negotiations over the 12 days of COPmas.
Eco action games had the privilege of being
present over that first week, where we were
promoting the COPmas campaign through
handing out COPmas postcards to delegates and
visitors, distributing over 1000 in just two days.
We also facilitated a pop-up, water themed, eco
action playground, on behalf of our partner Arup,
who hosted a session on the importance
of water to the climate change discussions.
We had a great response to the eco action
playground with many delegates (and even the
French police) joining us for games of eco action
snakes + ladders and eco twist.

We had a great response to the eco action playground
with many delegates (and even the French police) joining us
for games of eco action snakes + ladders and eco twist.
However, there was also a general feeling of realism and
hesitation over appearing too optimistic regarding the
potential for the negotiations to deliver on the pre-conference
promises. We have all been here before with previous COP
discussions, all 20 of them, and seen how the negotiation’s
outcomes can fall short of the expectations, so there was a
sense of ‘fingers crossed’ and quiet, thoughtful optimism in
the air too. No-one wanted to jinx anything.
So it was with great relief that Saturday 13th December
2015 heralded the breakthrough global agreement as to
how the world’s nations will respond to the challenge of
keeping the planet’s rise in average temperatures to
within 2° this century.
In essence, what this agreement is saying is that the
majority of the planet’s sovereign governments have
signalled their intention to end the two centuries-old
dominance of the fossil fuel era. Committing, for the first
time, to an agreement to curtail greenhouse gas emissions
significantly, and hopefully, in doing so, avoiding the most
dangerous effects of climate change that would have
occurred under the current business as usual scenario.
Many have called it a historic turning point and a positive
signal that we, as a species, are finally taking seriously what
is considered by many the greatest challenge to our
survival that we have experienced over past millennia.

eco action games 12 days of COPmas campaign
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Not all plain sailing!

So, what now?

After the crushing disappointment of the Copenhagen COP
in 2009, when countries could only reach a weak, pretty
worthless, deal, much was done to prepare the path to
Paris and ensure such a disappointing result couldn’t
happen again. In contrast to the 2009 talks, this time
around China, India and the US, the three largest polluters
on the planet, all announced they wanted a deal to be
struck; and 186 countries had volunteered to cut emissions
before the negotiations even started; French diplomats had
spent a year lobbying every key country; preparing aid
packages to help the poorest, and Barack Obama met with
the Chinese president Xi Jinping in advance. But even with
these preparations a positive, ambitious agreement wasn’t
in any way a ‘done deal’.

Our ethos, here at eco action games, is all about positivity and
action, hence we are, of course, thrilled at this important step
in the right direction towards future climate security and
stability. It is however worth considering for a moment, if
this highly ambitious 1.5°C target, or even the original 2°C limit,
is realistic given the pledges currently on the table? Many
commentators have speculated that the 1.5°C aim is far too
ambitious and unrealistic and state that even if the greenhouse
gas reduction promises made by 187 countries come to
fruition, that would still result in warming of between 2.7
and 3.5°C by the end of the century.

Money was always the major sticking point to securing a deal
and, behind the scenes, arguments raged as richer countries
battled with the developing nations such as India, China, Brazil
and South Africa over money, legal liability, compensation and
how emissions cuts would be verified. But the good news was
that big business, global banks and many rich countries lined
up to pledge billions of dollars; 450 mayors from the world’s
largest cities had agreed to slash emissions and the World
Bank and others had said they would increase climate funding
by more than $100bn. So rich countries have agreed to help
poorer nations by providing climate finance to help adapt
to climate change and switch to clean, safe, renewable
energy sources.
As we‘ve seen from the agreement, island states and low-lying
“climate vulnerable” countries such as the Marshall Islands,
Bangladesh, the Philippines and Vietnam ran an unexpectedly
effective, last minute campaign to change the goal of the
agreement from limiting global warming at 2°C to bringing
it to 1.5°C. They assembled powerful supporters, including
the United States, the European Union, Germany, France,
Brazil and – eventually – Australia, which meant they
succeeded in getting the 1.5°C limit quoted in the official text.
The agreement also aims to limit the amount of greenhouse
gases to the same levels that trees, soil and oceans can absorb
naturally, beginning at some point between 2050 and 2100.
So despite many areas of dispute and different viewpoints,
remarkably an agreement was reached and almost 200
countries have signed up to it. Although not a legal binding
at an international level, a sticking point for the deal’s more
pessimistic commentators, there is much optimism that peer
pressure will be exerted by other states on countries, that may
start lagging behind on their promises, to keep the agreement
on track over these crucial four years before the deal comes
into force.
The signatories to the deal now have the task of getting the
commitment they have made, on a world stage, written into
their country’s legal frameworks. Only then will we be certain
of action.

So what is clear is that the Paris agreement is not the solution,
not on its own anyhow. It is a fantastic first step and a signal to
the world that governments are serious about taking action to
secure the future health of the planet, but we cannot leave it all
to governments to achieve, we all should have our part to play.
So, what we say is there is still a significant amount that citizens,
civil society and corporates now have to do, metaphorically
rolling our sleeves up and getting stuck in, to add to the
government’s declared efforts and helping to reduce that 2.7°
rise to 1.5° by our own efforts, actions and pledges.
So, what are we waiting for? Let’s get to it.
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Evaluation

Thank you

Our educational games

We thought it would be useful to
evaluate the impact and reach of
the campaign over the 12 days.
We received a fantastic response,
especially considering there was a
tremendous amount of noise and
online traffic about COP21 over
the 12 days of the negotiations.
Here are some of our highlights:

We could not have made the impact we
achieved with this campaign without
the help of our partners, supporters and
influential individuals who generously
helped us promote the messages. So
thank you to the individuals in our
partner organisations:

Discover our signature product:

Top five highlights
1. Our online Thunderclap action
reached an audience of a third of
a million people across the globe
2. Our official campaign hashtag
#12COP21 was used in 1138 tweets,
with a reach of 2,346,053 Twitter
users
3. Our Twitter handle
@ecoactiongames was
mentioned in tweets with a
reach of 1,051,083 in 12 days
4. The traffic to the eco action games
website, where the days of COPmas
were hosted, increased by 1000%
compared with the same period
last year
5. We received tweets and retweets
from people and organisations in
144 locations around the world
Twitter facts & figures
The top 3 hashtags used in tweets/
retweets of our campaign were:
#12COP21, #COP21, #eco
Over our 12 days:
251 favorited tweets
a total of 725 times
92% of tweets we posted over
the campaign were favorited
Popularity of the daily themes
It was fascinating to follow which of
our daily themes captured the public’s
imagination the most. The top five
themes are based on an analysis of the
popularity of the unique Bitly link we
used to follow the interest in each day.
Top five themes
1. Day 1: A resilient & healthy planet
2. Day 9: Sustainable agriculture
3. Day 2: Energy efficiency
& the negawatt
4. D
 ay 12: Renewable energy
5. Day 3: Food and the
carbon impact of meat
It’s clear from these results that food
and energy were the most popular
topics amongst our readership, with
these issues taking up four of the
top five slots.

Carillion: David Picton & Lucy Munroe;
Cool Earth: Ben Gray & Chloe Rickard;
EarthWatch Europe: Fiona Franklin,
Malcom Bradbrook, Emily Anderson;
Ecotricity: Helen Taylor, Paul Sargent &
Max Boon; Eden Project: Amelie Trolle;
Green Gumption: Jamie Beevor;
Onya: Dan Brousson; Planet first:
Steve Malkin & Louise Bateman;
Project Dirt: Nick Gardner and
James Baker.
Our official supporters:
2 degrees: Maggie Wong; 6Heads:
Louisa Harris; Blue&Green Tomorrow:
Simon Leadbetter; National CSR
Awards: Karen Sutton; Sustainability
Hub: Karen Potter & Jane Vaus.
Also thanks to others that joined our
campaign and were influential in getting
the message are far and wide in their
respective networks: Jonathon Porritt;
Moray Bowater (Helpful Holidays);
Affinity Water: Hannah Battram &
Timothy Compton.
We would also like to thank Arup, and
in particular Mark Fletcher & Jason
Fairbairn, who kindly sponsored our
presence at COP21 and were very
supportive throughout the campaign.
And last but not least, thanks to the eco
action games team for their hard work
in pulling this together in a very short
space of time: Anna Nolan; Lydia Rose
Makin; Paula Owen & Tracy Avison.

Contact us
For more information on any of
our games products, events and
training services, or to discuss an eco
educational campaign you are planning
we could help you with, contact us on
the numbers or email below:

ecoactiongames.org.uk
M 07920 090931
T		 020 8671 3530
E paula@ecoactiongames.org.uk
follow @ecoactiongames
like ‘eco action games’
eco_action_games
© All content and illustrations copyright to
Eco Action Games Ltd. Please contact
us before using material in this report.
Printed locally on 100% recycled paper stock

eco action playgroundTM
All you need to host your
own eco action playground.

Inspired by what you have read about
eco action games’ approach to
environmental education? Then why
not try our unique ‘games-centric’
educational resources for yourself?
All you need is this giant compendium
set of eco themed games and some
willing participants.
Our eco action playground
compendium bag contains:
–	1 giant indoor eco action snakes
+ ladders board (2.4m2)
plus giant inflatable dice
–	1 eco action twist game, comes
complete with mat (1.8 m2)
and spinner board /instructions
–	1 pack of giant play your eco actions
right cards (A4)
–	1 pack of giant eco action trumps (A4)
–	1 pack of eco action bingo
–	5 packs of standard eco action trumps
–	5 packs of standard snakes + ladders
The playground bag is ethically produced
from organic, undyed cotton canvas and
vegetable dyes. It is a satchel style bag
with long and short straps.
Choose from six themes: everyday
actions, free&easy actions, energy saving,
water saving, office actions and waste &
recycling actions.
New in 2016: our theme for 2016 is Food,
so watch this space for new exciting
games with a food theme later this year.
For more information visit:
ecoactiongames.org.uk/shop

